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553 treatment;

554 (ii)  assistance in transitioning from incarceration, including housing stability; and

555 (iii)  other related services.

556 (11) (a)  The following public transit providers may expend revenue the commission

557 distributes to that provider only for capital expenses and service delivery expenses of:

558 (i)  a public transit district;

559 (ii)  an eligible political subdivision; or

560 (iii)  another entity providing a service for public transit or a transit facility within the

561 county, as those terms are defined in Section 17B-2a-802.

562 (b)  Revenue distributed for public transit within a county of the first class as described

563 in Subsection (4)(b)(i) shall be transferred to the County of the First Class Highway Projects

564 Fund created in Section 72-2-121.

565 [(4)] (12) (a)  Notwithstanding Section 59-12-2208, a county legislative body may, but

566 is not required to, submit an opinion question to the county's registered voters in accordance

567 with Section 59-12-2208 to impose a sales and use tax under this section.

568 (b)  Notwithstanding Section 59-12-2208 and subject to Subsection (12)(c), if a county

569 legislative body described in Subsection (4), (5), or (6) seeks to make an allocation or change

570 the distribution of sales and use tax revenue as described in Subsection (4), (5), or (6), the

571 county legislative body may make or change the allocation by adopting a resolution specifying

572 the new allocation or change in allocation.

573 (c) (i)  If a county legislative body seeks to make or change the distribution as described

574 in Subsection (12)(b), the allocation shall take effect on the first  ÖÖÖÖºººº [distribution the commission

575 makes under this section] day of a calendar quarter »»»»ÖÖÖÖ  after a 90-day period that begins on the

575a date the commission receives

576 written notice from the county that meets the requirements of Subsection (12)(c)(ii).

577 (ii)  The notice described in Subsection (12)(c)(i) shall state:

578 (A)  that the county will make or change the percentage of an allocation under

579 Subsection (12)(b); and

580 (B)  the percentage of revenue that will be allocated to the cities and towns, the county

581 legislative body, and, when applicable, the public transit provider.

582 (d)  A county that imposed the local option sales and use tax described in this section

583 before January 1, 2023, may maintain that county's distribution allocation in place as of
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739 [(9)  As resources allow, the department shall study in 2020 transportation connectivity

740 in the southwest valley of Salt Lake County, including the feasibility of connecting major

741 east-west corridors to U-111.]

742 (9)  Any revenue deposited into the fund as described in Subsection (2)(e) shall be used

743 to provide funding or loans for public transit projects  ÖÖÖÖºººº , operations, »»»»ÖÖÖÖ  and supporting

743a infrastructure in the

744 county of the first class.

745 Section 6.  Effective date.

746 This bill takes effect on July 1, 2023.


